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Digital transformations are rewriting today’s business
landscapes with new risks and opportunities. In a world of
accelerated change, organizations look for solutions that
promote collaboration and mobility. At the same time,
businesses are facing challenges to protect and secure not only
privacy and data, but also apps and devices owned by their
clients.

organizations need new solutions for issues revolving around
collaboration and mobility. Microsoft’s Cyber Defense
Operations Center reports that in 2016 alone, more than three
billion customer records were breached globally. Cyberattacks
have become gradually more aggressive and sophisticated,
spurring a demand for new protection strategies.

Digital disruption impacts business landscapes with new
possibilities and prospects to assist those affected by
disruption. With rapid transformations in our modern world,

The world has become one giant network. People now expect
to be able to get things done at work in the same way. Hitachi
Solutions Managed Services allows organizations to become
more connected, collaborative, and structured in how work
gets done. These are the demands of a modern IT solution.
Hitachi Solutions Digital Workspace, powered by Microsoft
365, helps you successfully and efficiently address any identity
and security issues. Hitachi Solution Digital Workspace also
helps safeguard apps and data on-premises in the cloud
and across devices. Powered by Microsoft 365, our service
provides businesses with a fully managed Windows workplace,
managed cloud-based productivity, security, devices, and
services, with round the clock global presence.

Top Features

Benefits

Marketplace and digital trends are influential in shaping the
way we work and do business in the modern world. According
to Forrester Consulting, 41 percent of employees spend
more time away from their office than they did two years
ago. Whether you are on the road or in an office, you need
workspaces that simplify collaboration with local and remote
colleagues. You probably also want a fun and engaging
experience with real-time interaction.

Streamlined IT Operations: Provides a predictable cost
model based on per user, per month usage for Digital
Workplace.

Reduce burden on existing IT operations.
Get greater visibility into your solutions.
Access to Hitachi and Microsoft collective expertise.

Intelligent Security: Safeguards your company and
customer data, as well as your corporate intellectual
property.
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Increased capability to resolve issues faster.
Move to Opex model with fixed monthly costs.
IT partnership to make IT a business enabler.
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Get comprehensive protection

Managed Services

Hitachi Solutions Digital Workspace combined with Microsoft 365,
the Enterprise Mobility + Security Suite enables organizations
to pursue digital transformation while staying on top of security
challenges.

Transformation leverages digital technologies to innovate new
business models, business processes, and services, and to
improve experiences, operational efficiencies, and organizational
performance. Whether your deployment is online, hybrid or
mixed, we can help with the ongoing, day-to-day management
of Office 365 hosted solutions.

Enterprise Mobility + Security provides a centralized way to
safeguard apps and data on-premises, in the cloud, and across
devices.

Gain identity-driven security
Businesses can protect data anywhere by streamlining identity
management across the datacenter and the cloud. Identity-driven
security protects your organization with secure single sign-on,
multi-factor authentication, and risk-based conditional access to
control who can access the data with granular conditional factors.

Build Teamwork
A team has its own communication needs and workstyle. A
team in modern business is spread across geographical regions,
but with Hitachi Solutions Digital Workspace, everyone can
collaborate more effectively with team chats, online meetings,
group email, and a social network regardless of the region they
are in.
It’s simple to create, share, and find content, too. You can coauthor documents in real time with Office apps and OneDrive for
Business and use SharePoint to store and share documents with
people inside and outside your organization.

Manage mobile devices and apps
Enable employees to use their favorite devices and work from
anywhere, anytime while you gain peace of mind. Now businesses
can securely manage apps, content and data on iOS, Android, and
Windows devices from a single portal. This allows organizations
to seamlessly perform management tasks entirely in the cloud or
on-premises through integration with System Center Configuration
Manager.

These services include subscription and licensing management,
Azure Active Directory administration, Exchange Online, Skype
for Business, File Storage using OneDrive, SharePoint online
administration, Office 365 user administration, compliance/
governance/security reporting, remote monitoring for critical
issues, as well as end-user onboarding. With a state-of-the-art,
globally present, around the clock support as a service model,
Hitachi Solutions Digital Workplace is a single box solution.
Digital transformation is a complex process that changes how
enterprises work and go to market, which creates long-term
opportunity for partners equipped to take customers on this ongoing digital journey with HMS365 roadmap…

Accelerate Your Digital Transformation
with Hitachi Solutions Digital Workspace
Digital transformation is impacting companies globally, from the
boardroom to the first-line workers. The Digital Workplace provides
your company with a set of fully managed productivity tools that
enhance security and allow you to focus on business processes,
making you more agile to meet your customers’ needs with end-toend simplified & tailored solutions.

Get Started. Request a
Customized Demo.
Interested in learning more about Digital
Workspace? Get a customized demo to see
how you can re-invent your business solutions.

Do more with Office 365
Businesses can protect data anywhere by streamlining identity
management across the datacenter and the cloud. Identity-driven
security protects your organization with secure single sign-on,
multi-factor authentication, and risk-based conditional access to
control who can access the data with granular conditional factors.
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